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ABSTRACT 
Let DS,(F) denote the set of n X n &table matrices with entries from F G C. A 
characterization of the interior of DS,(F) considered as subset of the topological space 
F “‘, is given for the cases F = R and C. 
Let M,(F) denote the set of n X n matrices with entries from the field 
IF c C. Let B,, denote the (multiplicative group of) positive definite diagonal 
matrices. A matrix A E M,(F) is (positive) stable [semi&able] provided every 
eigenvalue A of A satisfies Re h > 0 [Re X > 01, and A is &table [ Dsemista- 
ble] provided DA is stable [semistable] for every D E ~2~. The set of D-stable 
[Dsemistable] members of M,(F) will be denoted DS,(IF) [DSS,(lF)]. 
Characterizing the &table matrices is one of the prominent unsolved 
problems of matrix theory. Apparently D&(F) is bounded by complicated 
algebraic surfaces in C n2, and so far they have been described only when n is 
small. (For lF =R cf. [7], [l], [4], [a], and for F = C cf. [Z].) In order to 
describe the interior of DS,(lF) without confronting the difficulty of (essen- 
tially) describing DS,(lF), we follow an approach found in [6], viz. making “A 
is D-stable” one of the characterizing conditions. In other words, we describe 
which of the D-stable matrices are interior points, without determining which 
matrices are &table. 
For (YC {l,..., n } we denote by ]a] the number of elements of a and by 
A [ o] the principal submatrix of A = ( aj k) whose entries are the aj k such that 
j,kEa. When A r, . . . , A,, are square matrices the block diagonal matrix 
Diag(A,,..., A,,) will often be written A,@ * . . @A,. The interior of a subset 
X of a topological space will be denoted by X”; its boundary by 8X. 
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Part (a) of the following lemma is easy to prove and well known; the 
technique we use to prove part (b) can be found on p. 203 of [6]. 
LEMMA. Let B = R or C, and kt A E DSJF)“. Then 
(a) A-’ E DSJF)“, and 
(b) A[al E DS,,,W for every rKmf?mpty ac {l,...,n}. 
Proof. (a): Let B E M,(F) and D E 9,,. Since 
spec(DB-‘)= [spec(BD-‘)I-‘= [spec(D-‘B)]-‘, 
if B E DS,,(F), so is B - ‘. Let U C DS,(F) be a neighborhood of A. Then 
U - ’ c DS,(lF), and U - ’ is a neighborhood of A-l, since inversion is a 
homeomorphism. 
(b): Suppose B = A[a] with Ial = m is not in DSJF)‘. Since C * P - ‘CP 
is a homeomorphism of DS,(lF) onto itself whenever P is a permutation matrix 
[for spec(DP - ‘CP) = spec( PDP - ‘C) and PDP - ’ E SSn iff D E 9,], we may 
assume without loss of generality that B is a leading principal submatrix of A: 
Since B e DSJF)“, there exist sequences Bj E M,(F) and Ej E 9,,, such that 
Bj + B and no EjBj is stable. Let 4 > 0 satisfy fj + 0 and jjEi l-_, 0. Set 
K 
1 M’ 
Dj= Ej@gjZ,_, E 9,,, 
where g j > 0 will be selected momentarily. Then A j + A and 
DjAj= 
EjBj - 4Z,,, EjK 
gjL 1 gjM ’ 
If gj > 0 is chosen small enough, the eigenvalues of DjA j will approximate 
those of (Ej Bj - jjZ,)@O,, _ m closely enough that Dj A is not semistable. 
Thus A j 4 D&,(F) and so A = lim A j GZ DSJlF)“, a contradiction. W 
In [8] Togawa has proven: 
THEOREM. Zf A E dDS,,(R) is D&able and n > 1, then A[a] or A-‘[a] 
E ilDSS,,,(R) for some nonapty ac {l,..., n} ?.uaJaJ<n. 
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NOTE. A-‘[a] means (A-‘)[a], not (A[cy])-‘. 
This theorem (which is also valid in the complex case) is closely connected 
to ours, and our proof is a revision of Togawa’s. Our lemma allows us to state 
many seemingly different characterizations of DS,(lF)“. We include several. 
THEOREM. Let IF = R M C and n > 1. Let A E DS,(lF). Then the fo&nc- 
ing are equivalent: 
(1) A E D&,(F)“. 
(2) (AM-‘[PI E DS,,,W for ae~y nonempty (Yc {l,...,n} and ev- 
eryrwnemptyPc {l,...,]a]} withIpl<n. 
(3) A[a] and A-‘[~]EDS,_,(!F)~ for every CIC {l,...,n} with IaI= 
n - 1. 
(4) A[a] E DS,,,(F)’ and A- ‘[a] E D+,,(F) for every rwnempty IX c 
{l,..., n} with Ial< n. 
(5) (A[(yl)-l[BI~DS,SI(F)forei)~ nonempty ac {L...,n> ad every 
nmmnpty/3~{1,...,IaI withIj3I<n. 
Proof. By the lemma, (1) * (3) * (2) and (1) * (4) * (5). Since (2) * (5), 
it suffices to show that (5) * (1). To prove this we assume A is not an interior 
point. Then there exists a sequence Aj E M,(F)\DS,(IF) which converges to 
A. Since A is D-stable, A is stable. By passing to a subsequence, we can 
assume that each Aj is stable. (Here, and in sequel, the notation for a 
subsequence will be the same as that of the original sequence.) Thus when 
D = I,, every eigenvalue of DA j has positive real part. As D varies continu- 
ously through 9,, the eigenvalues of DA j move continuously, and their paths 
are connected since 9,, is connected. Since A j 4 DS,,(lF), some member of 
.9,,A has an eigenvalue A satisfying Re A Q 0. Hence, the eigenvalue path 
whm contains X intersects the imaginary axis, but not at 0, because AT’ ./l 
exists. Assume the intersection is iyj and occurs when D = Cj’ B,,. If 
Dj= Iyjl-‘Cj then iajE spec(DjAj), where aj= yj/]yj] = fl. Passing to a 
subsequence, we obtain 
IDjAj- i&Z,,1 = 0 
for some 6 E {l,- l}. We select a subsequence of Dj which converges (this is 
possible because we permit the limit to have + cc among its diagonal entries) 
and the corresponding subsequence of A, Without loss of generality we may 
assume that 
Dj = Xj@Yj@Zj, 
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where Xj is r x r, Yj is s X s, Zj is t X t, and 
Xi’ + o,, Yj+someYELSS, zj+ 0,. 
(To get the diagonal entries into this order it may be necessary to replace Dj 
and Aj by 
fij= P-‘Dip, dj= P-‘A,P, 
where P is some permutation matrix. The properties we built into Dj and A j 
will be passed on to fij and A,) 




E = Z,@Y EL&, 
F = O,@sZ,. 
(-ii3)‘~EB-iF~=~(EB-iF)a+icSZ,)~ 
=limlWj(DjAj-i&Z,)I=O. 
By hypothesis Z3 is invertible; so 
and so - i is an eigenvahre of 
Thus s > 0, and, since Y - ’ E gS, we have 
@[I,..., r+s])_l[r+l ,..., r+s]=B-‘[r+l,..., r++DS,(F). 
This contradicts (5) if s < n and “A is D-stable” if s = n. 
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Ifr+s=OthenDj=Zj+O,,,andso 
I- i6Z,] = lim)DjAj- i6Z,] = 0, 
a contradiction. 
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This theorem also characterizes DSS,(F)“, since 
LEMMA. DS,(lF)’ = DSS,,(F)” for IF = R,C. 
Proof. Clearly, the set on the left is contained in the one on the right. To 
prove the reverse containment suppose A E DSS,(lF)\DS,(F). Then DA has 
a purely imaginary eigenvalue for some D E 9,,, and Aj = A - (l/j)0 - ’ 4 
DSSJF) because DA j is not semistable. Hence A = hm Aj cannot be an 
interior point of DSS,,(F). Thus (DSS,,(lF))O c DS,(F), and the containment 
we wanted follows. n 
REMA~US. 
(1) In certain cases (IF = W and n < 3; F = C and n < 2) it is known that 
DSS,(lF) is the closure of its interior. When that is true, it implies that DS,(F) 
lies in the closure of its interior. See [l] and [2] for the known cases. 
(2) Let 
AMcS,= {A~M,(R):Diag(d,,...,d,)Aisstable e dr,...,d,>O}, 
VLS, = { A E M,(R) : AD + DA* is stable for some D E 9,, } . 
The last sentence of [3] asks whether DS,(lw)“, (AMcS,)“, (VU,)” are equal. 
That is true for n < 2 (see e.g. [3], [5]), an d no two are equal when n = 3, as 
can be seen from their respective characterizations in [4], [l], [5]. Hartfiel 
proved the distinctness of the first and third in [6] and showed that VLS, is 
open. 
(3) In Theorem 4 of [6] Hartfiel states that A E DS,(W)” if and only if 
every principal submatrix of A is &table. Our lemma shows that this 
condition on the principal submatrices is necessary, and, from the description 
of DS,(W) in [4], we know it is sufficient when n < 3. We wrote to Hartfiel 
explaining our doubts about the proof in [6] and sketching a prototype of our 
theorem. He responded promptly, confirming that the proof of Theorem 4 in 
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[6] is incorrect and showing how to adjust it to prove: A E D&,(R)’ e the 
principal submatrices of A and (A[a])- ’ are &table for every nonempty 
cyc {l,..., n}. This is essentially (1) e (5) from our theorem. In fact, it 
follows from (1) = (5) and our lemma. 
Togawa’s result and our condition (4) suggest another possibility: A E 
DS,,(lF)” if and only if the principal submatrices of A and A- ’ are all D-stable. 
By our lemma this condition on the principal minors of A and A- ’ is 
necessary, and, since it is stronger than the condition in Hartfiel’s Theorem 4, 
it is certainly sufficient when Hartfiel’s condition is, e.g. when F = R and 
n d 3. For F = 89 and n > 3 we have nothing to say. When F = C Hartfiel’s 
condition is sufficient if n = 1 (clearly) but not if n z 2. Consider for example 
M,@Z,_,, where 
M= 1+i t+2i 
t 
[ 1 l-2i 1 for tER. 
Following [2], we associate to M, the numbers a = c = 1, A = - t, B = -2t, 
C = 9 - t. By Theorem 2.3(v) of [2], M, is not &table if t > 0 because 
A,B<O,butM,is~stablebecausea,c>O,andwhent=OthenAC=B=O 
and A + C > 0. Hence M,@Z, _ 2 4 DSJC)“ although every principal subma- 
trix of it is D-stable. 
On the other hand, assuming that the principal submatrices of the matrix 
and of its inverse are &table does characterize DS,(C)O for n G 2 (again the 
case n = 1 is trivial). We need only prove sufficiency; so let M be a 2 x 2 
complex matrix such that M and M -I have D-stable principal submatrices, 
and let a, c, A, B, C be the real numbers associated with M as in [2]. Then the 
real part of each diagonal entry of M must be positive; so a, c > 0. The same 
holds for M - ‘; so A/a vet Ml2 and C/c(det Ml2 are positive. Hence A, C > 0, 
and since M is D-stable, we know by Theorem 2.3(v) of [2] that B + 2m > 0. 
Now let M' be any 2 X 2 complex matrix and let a’, c’, A’, B’, C’ be the real 
numbers associated with M' as in [2]. Since the method of association is 
continuous, if M' is sufficiently near M then a’, c’, A’, B'+2m, and C’ 
must be positive. Hence by Theorem 2.3(v) of [2], M' is D-stable. Thus 
M E DS2(C)o. We don’t know what happens if n > 2. 
(4) Using the characterization of D&(W) in [4] it is possible to show that 
satisfies (2), (3), (4), and (5) of our theorem, lies in a(DS,(R)“)c DSS,(R), 
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has positive determinant, and yet is not even &table. This example is a good 
remedy for too optimistic conjectures about the conditions under which a 
matrix will be an interior point of D&,(F). For example, it shows that a 
boundary point of DS,(lF) need not possess “badly behaved’ principal proper 
submatrices. Togawa’s theorem can be viewed as saying that that is the case if 
the boundary point is D-stable. The “badly behaved’ principal submatrix of 
A is A itself. 
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